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South Africa - Weather
Frequent rainfall will continue for eastern and central South Africa through the end of next week.
Rainfall will be enough to gradually bolster soil moisture across the main production areas. Summer
grain, oilseed, cotton, and other crop establishment and growth conditions will either improve or
remain favorable. Planting may be sluggish during the periods of wetter weather, though producers
will still have opportunities to get into the fields between rain events. Western Cape and Northern
Cape will also see periods of erratic rain through the end of next week as well. Rainfall may slow lateseason winter wheat harvesting, though much of the crop should already be out of the ground.
Cotton in Northern Cape will benefit from the rain. Eastern and central South Africa will see waves of
erratic rain through the end of next week o A slow-moving disturbance will generate scattered
showers and thunderstorms through Monday
central South Africa Wednesday and Thursday
more in Natal, Mpumalanga, and eastern Free State
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Fieldwork will advance well overall during the next two weeks as dry weather will be
most common, but showers will occur often enough in some eastern areas that late soybean
harvesting will be slowed at times.
o Most of the precipitation will be light and most fieldwork should quickly resume after the
precipitation ends, but the few remaining unharvested soybeans may not dry out fast enough to be
harvesting to occur for extended periods.
o The most significant storm system to impact the region will occur Dec. 10-12 with confidence for
the details of this event low.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Today’s forecast is wetter for the Delta and the Southeast and after dry
weather ends during the day Friday a period of wet weather will occur Friday night through Dec. 13
and late harvesting will be slowed.
o Most of northern Florida and southern Georgia to southern Virginia will be dry into Tuesday while
rain falls regularly further west starting Friday night.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Far southern Brazil and southern Paraguay will see a restricted rainfall pattern through most
of the next two weeks and will see at least ten more days of little to no significant rain with a lowconfidence rain event possible Dec. 14-16. Today’s forecast is wetter than what was advertised
earlier this week from central and northern Paraguay through Parana and Sao Paulo as enough rain
is now expected Thursday into Sat., Dec. 11 to at least temporarily improve topsoil moisture and buy
crops more time before serious crop stress evolves.
ARGENTINA: Today’s forecast is wetter for Dec. 12-14 and if that rain event occurs as advertised
portions of central and eastern Argentina that are expected to see little to no rain through Dec. 11
will benefit from the moisture.
o Additional rain and increases in soil moisture will occur into Saturday from San Luis to eastern La
Pampa and western into central Buenos Aires.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Regular rounds of precipitation will continue throughout Europe this week. The most frequent moisture will impact the northern coast of Spain, France into portions of Germany and the Alps as well as Italy
into Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Montenegro into Hungary and Slovakia today through the Monday. Moisture will increase over the U.K. and into France Tuesday into Wednesday as well as southeastern portions of
the continent.
AUSTRALIA: A restricted precipitation pattern will occur through Sunday. Summer crop production potentials will remain good after recent rainfall, but the break in moisture will be welcome for unharvested winter
basis. A few showers will linger over central Victoria and south-central New South Wales today.
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